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City Police Car
Suffers Damage

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, February 24, 1955

MURRAY POPULATION 8,000

TRIED TO PASS ... SKIDDED ... FOUR BOYS KILLED

The city police car suffered
damage Tuesday night when it wes
forced over to the left side of thp
road as it started to pass another
car on Olive Street.
According to pelice, as they
started to eats a moving
mobile, both moving East on Oliva
street. the car moved over appereitly not seeing the police ea:
behind them_ The police car stoic):
a car that was parked on the
North side of Clime. Police intimated that it was just an accident ania
presumably no charges will be
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Charges Begin To Fly In
Gubernatorial Campaign

FRANKFORT
411
The most are one of the 'most serious probviolent verbal battle of the cora- lems' facing any candidate for
ing gubernatorial campaign was governor.
on today as state administration
'I am not a wealthy man: Combs
forces charged the backers of A. added, saying he must depend on
B. Happy Chandler with being donations to his campaign fug..
'hypocritical' in regard to cam- He continued, 'I will not have die
paign contributions.
suppott of the special money
Goy: Lawrence W. Wetherby and interests which seek to domestic
Half of the nurses now emploi,id
candidate Bert T. Combs both state government for the promoteert
:e Registered Nurses. which is
vehemently denied that state work- of their own special advantage. I
nusual at a time when there is
ers were being aseessed to finance will not make commitments on
The parked car, an old model.
criti el shnetage of R. N's nearly
Combs' campaign in statements special interests to gain their
I over bhe (\Ansley. Murray suffered damage to the right rear
issued last night
financial support ...'
"spit& is indeed fortunate to fender. The police car was damaged
Joseph J. Leary, Frankfort, coCollections from state workers
it Oleic who have been trained on the left front fender and !Wadechairman for Chandler. Combs' not exempted from contributing hy
ik,te the best type or care to light. Pclice were on a call at the
opponent in the Democratic pri- law would exceed $600.000, but
time Ed the accident.
,° • Patients
mary, charged last week that the political observers in Frankfort
'
wing k a list at the4Vturray
Wetherby administration was forc- believe that in practice no more
tat R N's and' titer sChoel
ing state employes to contribute than $300.000 could be raised from
flung's/ from
which
they
two per cent of their annual pay. state employe collections.
dlletite*.
in cash, to Combs' campaign.
1 Mrs. Lucille T. Ross - LeuisLeary threatened to file suit in
A POLICEMAN looks at wreckage where a 1941 sedan crashed
usto i being told of the tragedy. Her own mother (right)
General Hospital. Louisville
%sales. Richard
an eight-ton trailer truck on rain-slicen
Franklin Circuit Court later this
-k ed pavement in Los An- Weber, 17, one of the
Mrs Anna L. Todd •- St.
injured, said Singleton swung from outside to
gelea, killing tour nigh school pupils in the sedan
Mrs. Byddv Valentine received
week for an injunction to block the
At right, •' middle of a three-lane highway to pass a
e Infirmary. Louisville. KY. reservelich
car, then cut back quickly
policeman holds Mrs Helen Wiseman. sister ól :iarold A. Singles last Tutoday to sa,l on
assessmente unless they first were
and slammed on the brakes The sedan skidded and
:I Mrs. Wilma R. Smith - Oweneslammed aideton. driver of the sedan and one of those killed, as she collapses
the Queed Elizabetle when It leaves
'repudiated' by Combs
on twaya inter the oncoming truck.
eft - Device
fritelmational Soundpeotos)
County
Hospital. the New York harbor
In his statement of denial. Wethon
March
wenstoine
10th. She is planning to join 'her
erby charged when Chandler was
4. Mrs. Mary G. Lovett - Ovrneshueband. Pvt. Buddy Valentine;
governor in 1935-1939. Chandler's
,ro - Davies - County
Hospital. who is stationed with the United
friends 'reached as close a comevensbose
Statics Army in Nancy. France.
plete assessment of state employes
5. Maw Wei. lItr • Owensboro- Le'Pvt:"Nalentin
e ri:iceived his basic
for Chandler's benefit...as this
iaviasa- Oroutly Hospital, Owens.? trafnirig at
LOUISVILLEolrefi."34-101=-W
eetels
.Fort Knox. Kentucky
state has ever seen:
iro
and seeed just before Christmi's
He added that Leary now is ern Kentucky's Hilltoppers were
6. Mrs. . Beatrice Hughes Wm. of 1954 for European
critical of efforts to raise funds'en favorites today to capture their
duty. Pvt.
(aeon Memorial Hospital,
and Mee Valentine expect to reCombs' behalf but sake in 1942 fourth tournament bid as tigig
▪ Misr -/h Bun:tette - Ports- turn to the United
The to71owing. article. concern, into the boiler, and by the time he gentleman
States in apLeary and his law partner. Clif- Ohio Valley Conference opened Its
well knoien in the
*. •1 General Hospital, Ports. proximatel
y eighteen months, at a tragedy that occurred on July 4. kid start .to pump more watee the county and experienced miller.
ford E Smith, defended an anti- seventh annual basketball tburnee. Ohm.
which lime lie will be eloble for 1892 end are:leered sin the Murray lboiler, was perfectly dry. which was instantly killed His body was
assessment suit brought by
. Hu8 Mn. Liernajean Thurman - discharge from the military
Ledster 0? that date.
Although the Hilltoppers were
caused the exolosion instantly.
found between 40 and 50 yards
service.
bert Meredith, then stateattorney rnent
- conic Stewart Memorial. HopThe
article
was
brought
to the
solid favorites on the basis Of their
Mrs. Valentine wig be driven
Pieces of the engine and bailer from where the engine stood, his
general.
By U NITED PRESS
•,nnvitte.
to New York City be her broteer. Ledger and Times office by elrs, were blown in every direction. end neck was broke-1 a small gash
'It is significant,' Wetherby added. conference championship won in
A massive cold wave. packing
Otis Harrison the daughter of some parte a eonsiderable
9 Kim 111110 Cowan - Protestant Iltalph Graves of Lexington.
distance. cut in his forehead and his body below zero
'that both Clifford Smith, who is regular season play. and especialKy.
temperature
s
and
wind
Albert
Beaman
who wks killed in The dome ,that was on tee boiler badly scalded His
Nashviile, Tennessee.
iThey will leave Murray on March
now one of Chandler's chief adv- ly. because of their showing in
remains were whippett snow, stretched
fresn the
the accident Mrs Harrison saki , was blown
10. Mrs Dorval Heridon - Ban '14th.
into the sit- pass- -interred in the Striking Springs
isors and supporters, and Robert late - season games, the tournaDakotas
to
Texas
today
Itessoriel
pyt. Valentine has written his that her father was only 35 years;ed over the tree tops and fell on a graveyard Tuesday evening, with The- Arctic
Muncie.Indiana.
Humphreys. who is co-chairman ment Mewed up at the best balfront didn't live up
It Mrs. Mildred . I. JohoMeo.
that Ise has aready acquired old when the eccident oecurrad.thorlie hitched 'n frs,nt of Eesha funerel services by Revs. J. H. Cole
with Leary in Chandler's Cam- anced afesir in OVC history,
to
advance
threats
of
blizzards in
ewer -ee-neerei themease •
&pertinent in Nrscy. France and it let. beg Isacther a lielstow 'it Ore, wt. a ti.tititint fully tem an4 J. D Outland He was
For the first time since the 100P
paign. were defendants in that
aged
the
Giese
Plains,alemeigh there
. Tenn.
They plan to do some' sight seeing the age of 2F.ewIth six Alleriefl.
yard. :ovine and knocked about 35 years and leaves a family,
was formad.., thert„, terse a testa ,
t.
were
near
-blizzard conditions for a
She said her father owned the shout all the flesh from 'he wrens- a widowed mother
Mrs. Ailene Oliver - Trinity in Europe during his time off
"
'And Hubert Meredith. who then In The todtmey coniplettaly 'ineetgrt
several brothers while in the
Dakotas
theran Hospitat Kansas City,
Prior to entering the service. in wheal theesher which was powered al's' left hip He was so badly
able of upsetting any of the others.
and sisters and numerous friends.
However', it forced the telenper- charged that Chandler was seek,August Pvt. Valentine was graduate. by the bailer and drawn by oxen. jured 'bat he could neeer —cover
Western and Tennessee Teets
Brancey Ore 'the 18 year old son ature
to 19 below zero at Dickin- ing to maintain an unholy control
Beaman was the father of wed was kriorked in the head and of Elisha
19. Mrs.. Lois Leertn-- Oak Park led in June from Murray State eeolOne had his left leg son. ND.
of the state, is now back with were !Scheduled to open the tourto
an
acerage
of
Mrs
Wade
10
beCrawford
'ospital, Chicago. Illinois.
of Murray killed
liege where he majored in Comnament at 730 ('ST. with Morebroken, his foot torn off at the
tow through most of the Dakotas, Chandler as one of his leading
14. Mrs. Naerni Ferris - Chicega merce. Mrs Valentine also attended and P R Beeman of Nashville,
Below we give a 1kt of the in- ankle, and the flesh torn into a
head and Middle Tennessee clashspokesmen.'
and
to
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or
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Tennessee
in
Wyoming
These three are the jured and dead, as reported by perfect jelling from
emorierl Hospital. (hrngo. III
Murray State College.
Chandler would not comment on ing in the other first-round game
above the knee and Colorado,
only survivine children of Allieoe
13 Miss Euve Nell Boggess ______ •
to the ankle. besides being badly
either Wetlemby or Combs' state- immediately afterwards TN. West
erearher
forecasters
Seaman
predicted
ertgioro-Ikivies County HoerAlbert Beaman. the enzineer. a scalded about the body. He died
ern-Tech winner will meet Mtge
the cold wave would move seross ments and Leary and Smith said
It is believed to be one of the - Owenaltemo
Monday night from the effects of
---- —
they would reserve their com- ray and ttie Morehead - Mide
the
Miwiimippi River today and
biggest tragedies' ever to- ;trike rr a •11•
ihturray Hospital is also partici.
his injuries. Burial in the Oak
Tennessee victor will play Eastern
would stretch from eastern Lake ments until they studied the stateCellesvey Ceunty incite-ling the 1‘.4.,0nRire
rine in a nation-wide program
Grove graveyard yesterday.
Kentu:ky in Friday night semiMichigan acmes western Ohio by mentsyeses over the past half eentury
on-the-job training for peactical
Isaac Oct. also a son of Elisha
In his statement Wetherbv said. finaks. with title and eonsolatiolkn
ton richt.
NEW YORK
It is being re.
els —For 40 years
rinted below ter
rees and nurse aides. Mr WarmOrr aged about 16 years died
have been governor of Kentucky games Saturday night.
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saId. Mr Lu ills Ross. R.N.
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for four years end the re-cord is
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roamed
wide
the
*seta' two-tley course for instruc-!epee
sessed or onerced date employes ord to 20 victories against nine
s atteeetice wife and the skipper face, both lees breken below the
epeees by hitching rides on
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at
the
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into making contributions for cam - defeats, a mark that probably
iif their yeast abandoned their knees and flesh all torn from one
freight
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the
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Today,
farm of Joe Orr two miles
ounty Hospital or March 9th and
leg The attending physicians, Drs.
would make the Hilltoripers sopalm n purposes
blazing
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five
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Miami
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body
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unclaimed
city
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West of Croseland. there "entered
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Upon her return. special
Thousands of state employes cially acceptable for a bid to the
rter-ces early today anl eireiteeet Alexander and Mason. amputated
State Superintendent it
morgue, the Sictim of a traffic one of the saddeet and most
Public
gees for the kw:liters practical,
dethe limb that was so badly injured
Instrudtion Wendell- P Butler will could testify that they have not N-abonal Invitation Tournament at
reeident
structive accidents that ever hap- safely to the •Pkwitia shore in a Tuesday
.
irises and nurses aides wit, be
evening.
campaign contributions Madison Square Garden
small
be
beet.
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main
speaker
Payne.
78. died Wednesday in peeled in our county
at a special made any
.n . in an elfin to turtbee•Am-[
Claudia Orr. sirm of Bedford Orr„ meeting
The tourney will. be the OVC's
of the Find District Ed- and that they are still employed
Bellevue Semitel where he had
Orr. Beaman ard Co's sheen • The yacht moisten foe
ye the° quality of nursing care
near the aged about 15 yeara. was scalded ucation Assocelition,
and have received promotions and first under the bonus foul rule.
remained "unconscious once Feb. thresher had Rene In Joe Orr's
which
will
be
to
the hospital
end of a leisurely 170-mile,esuise all over his body, was blown about
and scoring marks may tumble
held at Murray State College Mar- raises.'
16. That was the day that the nary thresh his crop nf-wheat. and after
froM Nagistsu Had the accident oc- 30 yards WM where the boiler ch 4.
He added that Chandler forces as a result Din Swartz of Morestarting at 10 o'clock in the
little man, who never lost his skill getting the machinery in position
eurree earlier on the voyage, the stood, and all his clothing torn off morning
in the college auditorium were making an 'hypocritical sit-- head, the league's leading scorer,
at hopping a Ire "ht.was struck end had noole a short run of about
consequen:es could
have
been his:- body, only the neckband to
The purpose of the special meet- tempt' to make Kentuckians be- is considered a good bet to break
WINS CASE
down by an autom 'bile at a Fourth 30 bushels, the thresher was slophis shirt •remaining His condition ing
tragic.
is to arouse an interest in In- lieve .there is something wrong in his •own single-game scoring mark
---=
'
Avenue intersection.
ped for some- purpose and While a
Reyncesei- told the Coast Gulled -ia almost • hopeless one, and he creasing funds
HOLLYWOOD rtel --Atte. 'Rae
39 points
made last
year
to put the minimum the making' of voluntary cmitribu- of
Author as well as Adventurer, part of the crowd went to the
before he and two the others cannot possibly recover
tions by state wmiteri.
irel C. Stanbury. defense coun- the bespectacled 'Payne lectured
age i n st Tennessee Tech. Should
foundation
program
into effect.
house with what wheat that had checked
Preston
Orr.
son
into
of
a
W
hotel
ID Orr,
for rest that
am sure that many state em- the Eagles win tonight and thus
t for a restaurant owned by college clams in the virtues 'if been
FDEA president Howard Reid,
threshed, tbow who remained
a ohs leak apAarently caused the was struck in the head by a piece Wings High School
ploffes, as well as other citizens. be assured of playing three games,
ireen star Esther Williams end the Nomad's life and publietted
principal. will
on the grounds were stendine ft-e
of
the
machinery,
to breek out on his sleek 53.
and a hole nregide at the
L• husband Ben Gage. won his many books and pamphlets.
meeting Mr J. will make contributions this year Swartz also would have a good
about in different places talking te
moo". "Scarlet CYHara..7
knocked In his forehead, causing Marvin
fund of Jedee cheese of breakting the Onirna1
Wednesday by sprinkling bits
DOtignr, exectitive secret- to the campaign
OneNof these. a 395-pade book one aroteer Presently. the engihis
brain to doze out, etc He was ary
The Coast Guard found the craft
beiken glass on a piece of bread entitled 'Why Work", set forth neer Mr.
of the Kentecky Education Bert Combs It is their privilege ment scoring mark of 67 points
Albert Beaman, di.cov- only
her bow above water, geverel scalded but very little, though his Association, will greet
d calmly munching the "sand- the advantages of li one-day work- teed the
the assoc- AS Citizens No one has a right to set by Bob Lavery of Western in
water was getting rather
are of such a nature that iation
criticize them or to deny them 1950
"h"
members
. week and was published in 1939 by low in the glees tube to the bOirelei hour; Weer the tobarro tycoon. his injuries
wifirearot the yacht ceptain touched he cannot live.
The jury voted 9-3 against plain- a Reston publishing house-whiter
Each, of the following school that right.' Wetherby concluded.
Witb scores of 100-plus not tme retnerked to !gime of the boys
Fidella Myers. fort of S. M. districts
seed on Miami Beach in the little
Combs said in his statement, &woman this year. the high-scart Ward E Willicutt. 42, an in- published , five days a week.
will give a report at the
near,him that he Reprised he had
Myers,
severeleilic
alded
about
the
dinghy
countthey
favor
'and
will
laurrhel
not
not
in the AtAtrial engineer. asking .$51.239.
meeting: Benton City, Caldwell 'I do
log Merehead team or one of the
Payne. a life - long Socialist, better run a little water in the boillantic when fire abriircl the Scar- face and head. He may probably County. Calloway County. Carlisle enance any form of aweesment or others, for that matter,
maces for internal injuries suf- wrote another one called. 'The er while they were
could
waiting for the
reenver,
but
is
it
feared
that
he
O'Hara
let
got out of control.
,•ed when he inidvertently swat- Imrending Collapse Of Stalinism,' other hands
County, Crittenden County, Fulton coercion to provide funds for my break the teem record of 97 point.;
to return from, the
•will
lose
his
eye-sight
entirely
The intrepid crew fashioned a
iwed bits of glees in a dish of which he printed s e:wittily. •
County. Fultim "City. Craves Coun- campaign, but I will gladly accept sot by Western against Morehead
house, and he stepped to
Inapt.
Asa Webb. son of S H Webb,
ocher at the ca'e
ty. Hickman County; Hickman voluntary contributions from any last
Though Payne was a man of mime_ and set it to workine In !ail from a tarpaulin useti to
membs,5
soryear
had
his
limbs
bruised
severely
but City. Livingston County.
cover the "Mill bent ebeard the
-1,15 fry ckovned four of the meny addresses it was expected legs time- than it
Lyon Individual interested in good govof - lass year's alltakes to tell it
no
bones
broken
He
is also slightly County, Marion City.
• dwichee" to. prove the plan- D
tournament team will bp back Dan his more intellectual friends there was an exploeion, the engine y ,r2ht, tacked her efts, PM' St(Iff
Marshall ernment
scalded,
but
will recover.
He went on to gay that finances Swartz. Lynn Cole of Western,
could not have been serieusly on the Bowery would claim his and boiler beieg literally demolieh-- breeze end sailed the five miles
County, Mayfield City. and Murray
Edward Lee Ort, son of J. W.
City
unite. .
body and elve tom a funeral.... A__ ed. and instantly keleingothe enien- to Florida whnee 1,ghts mulct be
Ken Trickey and Ieam Smith of
Orr. scalded in the face. shoelder
Also Mr Frank MeGary. superBritish subject. he had no known eer. Albert Be'man, besides wr-tiOncictseen from the place, where misMiddle Tennessee, Jack Adams of
knocked out of place and ankle intendent
fortune
ofertrok
them
of Ballard County Schfamily in this country.
Mateyo. and Howie Crittenden cif
Mg nine others, four of whom fatReyrrelde, heir to the Camel scalded. He is not dangerously ools and former director of KEA:
F.VUO eeme- of the Skid Row wt. ally and their death is expected
Murray Tr -key atm made it in
at
hurt and will recover
elvotet
fertune, married his latest
Mr Henry Chambers, superintendhowever. viewed Payne with staun- almost any moment, if they are
195.1
Noah Wilson. son of J. 0 Wilson.
vefe, titireul Greenough of New
ent of McCracken Counts' Schools
ch criticism He took bathra. Hi- not already dea9.
scalded
in
the
face
and
eyes
He
and former president of KEA: Mr.
never smoked. He didn't even
The exact cause iff the explesion York in August, 1952. at Sapeln will recover.
Aecortling to Miss Durtha Ann
Roy McDonald superintendent of
.drink wine.
is not definitely known, but it is Island,. Ga., shortly after he was
Loney
Paschall
escaped
with
no
Murray
Trigg County Schools and present Ferguson. president of
Holding both bechelor of arts and believed that the water guege had divorced from Merianne 'O'Brien Meer
injuries except one bone in
director of KEA; and Mr Walter Training FHA the animated winbachelor of law degrees from Cam- from some cause gotten out of or- Reynolds. 1
one of his legs broken.'
He is the eon of R. Je lReynolds.
C Jetton. principal of 75Ighaers dow display. "City o' Prosnerity"
bridge. Payne deew a sharp•philo- der and that the water in the boiler
Mr ape Mrs Grayson McClure,
eophical if not legal distinction be- was exhausted and the ;wage failed who heirected the tobacco company
The abiive is about_ as correct sfeachwahl High School and former will be placed in the Western 219 Woodland Ave
and children.
store
window
Auto
`beennig
topresident
bearing
of
KEA
give
will
his
,
short
tween 'hobo and 'bum',
name.
a
report
as can be gleaned and the
to indicate it, an that when cold
Sandra Faye and Don left at four
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to
2
day
A
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meeting
of
the
the
talks
at
'A hobo.' he wrote. 'Is a 'vaga- water . was let into . the boiler, it
Ledger feels- under obligations to
o'clock Monday morning for a
By UNTED PRESS
Community singing will be led rttv. of Murray. the display is weeks
bond, a foot-loose wanderer whose caused an explosion. Some think
Mr. J. W. Crisp in getting the
vacation in Florida
Southwest Kentucky - Increa•- address
614
4
Glenn,
feet
king
by
feet
5,
Marvin
superinJ
Mr
high,
and
everywhere
is
3
. But he will that in moving the engine to Mr.
notes and reporting same to this
The McClures called from Florida
g cloudiness. mild this afterfeet
deem,
tendent
Mayfield
Schools
of
with
animated units yestertlay
work to live - if neceeeary.'
City
office.
Ones that 'the eat on rough Remind
to say they had a wondor temperatures in the 50s.
and Mr. Jack Brilhart. Ballard representing various types of local erful
He brusquely defined a bum as caused the bolts at the top NIJed
trio down to their vat-neonoudy. with a chance of occasion- 'a man without
Between
20
persons
30
and
were
Memorial High School Instructor, businesses. Cars and trucks conhope.'
bottom of the -glass tube to tighten
land and that they were planning
eht rain tonight, turning to
at work about the thre,her when will give the invocation
tinue to move up and down Main to
so (bet it kept the steam and water
The Junior Girls will meet the running,
attend the stock-car race. in
flurries- and colder tomorand
part
of
had not a
Man Rites Deg
sorest, while helloes are being
from the boiler teem entering the genii)! Girls tomorrow nigh,1 in
Daytona Reach today
w Lowest,25 Ternorrow cloudy
them gone to the house to carry
REQUEST REFUSED
beet. painted and deliveries merle
MANILA
IP - Pedro Takes. 17. gla •5 tube, and of. course what the finals
While the^ Mc-liires are In Florof the Murray High some Wheal, the result of the
th a few snow flurries and
exDALLAS. Tex 41/ A waitress Miniature customer* go in and
made the front Mlles of Manila 'little that WPA in the tube remain- Scheel teernament
ida, they plan to travel and sightch colder High mid 30s Colder papers
plosion might have been more card a cuetomer hit her onothe net of doventow*
today by biting a dote
stores.
gee ever many *cynic places of
led rafter the bolt - tad tightened.
In the second game of, the serious than
row night
it was. As slated in head with a 'oft drink bottle toe Reseotiversid Taklz seized the dog 'This, it is; tip...night. the erlginee"
The animated diso4ay Is extre- beauty and interest
Pie Junior - Heys will ply the outset, is one of
in the ittate. ,
the most day berates. she refused hits re- mely colorful and is expected to
which bit him two days ego. and failed to discAer. and thinking all
They elan to return to Murrey
the Senior Boys.
Temperatures
disastrous accidents that ever hap- (pest.
sank his tectli into the animal's I the time, by what water was in the
etteict
several
spectators
about the middle of next week.
The time for the first game is pentel in this section
High Yesterday
17
All the partneck 'until it fled shrieking with :tube, there wa, a suffiriencY.
She said she refused to serve
The money made by the FHA on Mr McClure and mtrclom
he 7:00 p.m with the second game ies killed and injured
Parks
Low.
.1,agt Night
members him mitsup to use on sandwiches the fh-ojert will
30
are
pain.'
be used for a are the owners of the Midway
was in no great hurry to run more following.
of the best families of the county. he had brought into the cafe.
Ss.olarghip fund.
Motors Co.
Nursivg service at Murray Hos'
hes been greatly improved
g the past few months, aceel:nit to an announcement made
iday by Karl E. Warming. the
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Mrs.'Valentine To
Sail March 16 To
Join Her Husband

Western OVC
Favorite But
Upset Possible

Boiler Explosion In July,1892.'Killing Three And Injwing
Seven. Was One Of County's Greatest Tragedies In Century

Massive Cold
Wave On The Way
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Traffic Victim
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Wife Survive Fire
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Meeting March 4
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Crayson McClures
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BABY ATOM HOME DROPPED OVER NEVADA DESERT
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Hospital Progress
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The Governor recalled that better
treatment for mental patients was
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' In cooperation with the program of the Kentucky
he ran for office in 1951 and that
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the Department of Mental Health
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LA-§T TIMES TONIGHT
Zachary Scott and Carole Mathews
in "TREASURE OF RUBY HILLS"

Plans On Way.'
For Polio
MURR %I LIVESTOCK CO. Inoculations
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The STYLE Shop

MARKET' REPORT Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'clock

1

February Fables...

We don't guarantee our used cars.
We don't have clean local Cars.
-We don't completely recondition all
cars.
We don't have salesmen on hand to serve your needs.
We don't believe in "Selling The Best
and Junking The Rest".

CHURCHILL GREETS HELEN KELLER

Clete. ideal wster.•
aciilt Pacific salTOli has been
o_known to le.ip 8 to 10 feet in the
upstream sp.,wno,4-.
air - during
migrationmigration

Yes, Folks, All Of These Are
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Believe In and Do All Of The
Above Things
Try us first or try us last but T R Y
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It's the pantie girdle your legs con': feel
because of its

unique shaping and lacy elastic finish.

Meanwhile, it smooths you

Ut'RRAY MOTORS. Inc.

sat in

elastic front panel with either pink or white flowers,
with nylon tissuenet elsewhere. Boneless

USED CAR LOT on N. 7th
Phone 402

Gossard

CHARLES COCHRAN -: :- GAYLON TREVATHAN
Kentucky
Murray

It

bri
Nist,

beautifully -with a

greets worldSRITISM PRIME MIPOSTLIt Sir Winston Churchill
famed Helen Keller. taiid anti deaf author and lecturer from the
tcur
• U S. at the prime erimi-terta residence in Lorokm She is on a
,
rhittnialtonai buotolkhoto.
on behalf of education .for the blind.

pull-on. 2" top. S.M.L. White.

$8.95
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Read Totloy's Classifieds
Linoleum Headquarters
9x12 Ft. Wide, Cut any length
10 Patterns To Choose From
•

Thurman Furniture

NOTICE

1NCY

R. L. Seaford is now located on the
Used Car Lot at
MURRAY MOTORS, Inc.

DAY

For an A-1 used car or truck
call Mr. Seaford

SAT

Phone 402

Lion

Behind The
Scenes

a

USED CAR LOT — No. 7th
Kentucky
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SUPER RIGHT (4 TO 8 LB. AVG.)

• lowest Price Eller

1

FOR

RCA VICTOR

41e

No Charge For Slicing

rigoked Fkz-rias •

MAKE A

Cs P

FISH HEADQUARTERS
DURING LENT

Ccks

Ii

La. tai

SUPER RIGHT BEEF

DRESSED (10-LB. BOX $1.39)
F EAHN__2 Lps.
Whiting OCis
29c

•

SUPER RIGHT FRESH

ROUND
OR
SIRLOIN

lb

79c GroundEccfibnc

Pork RoastA FRESH
STYLEPICNICLB 33' Skin'ess WirrersPighi I-LS
Cello 45'
JOHN 10 OL
•
SUPER.
RIGHT
Fish Sticks• CAP'N
FA
By
Spanis
.Fesh
IE
lb. 39c
h UMSaagCk
eeralpr:
DB
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og
na ALL MF-AT Piece LB 39C
Super Fight LB ‘50, T
Haddock FilletsR:::yrtat.)L
OVEN READY
. 29'
c Pork S
32.7SPx"7
BAG .3.3- impteys .1015
LB AVG. La 49c

prEc,

e.LB.

RED, — ALL PURPOSE
1:1

CALIFORNIA NAVEL

MOO

ILIMBO 9 SIZE (case of 9 $259)

Oranges STE doz

Pineapple

3c

PL IOFILM

49e,

BAG

FLORIDA (45 SIZE Dunc.• 3 for 29:".)

2Sc GrrapcfruG

3-9c

ea
RICAN
ELLO 19c
Yams PUERTO
SWEET
NEW
2 Lbs. 29" Yelllw Onions 3 LB. CBAG
Cabbl
GREEN
ge
NEW
LS
FLA.
ROUND
OT_
Potatoes RED
5 LBS. 35c Radishes RED CELLO
CALIF.
BA 10`
Colavos SALAD PEARS 2 FOR 25e1'
LARGE
LARGE
Cocoarut HONDUR
AS
E.10 Green Onions
1
2 LB CELLO
Btle:CH -10c Turnips PUIAPLE
TOP /
BAG y 5 /..111
BAG

O3 •

App!e Sauce RED
Orange Juke ni-Zt Gold
A&P Peathes YEELLOWLING
Pineapple Juice
Pie Apples COMSTO
SLICEDCK
OR ANN
Macaroni 5PAGH
PAGE

NATIONAL SALMON WEEK STARTS TODAY
COLLDSTREAM

TENDER

Smril PeasIs-OZ. 2

•

•
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OVER 600 GROCERY PRICES
REDUCED SINCE JANUARY 1st
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Kay Parker, Jane Shell, Carolyn
Wallis, and Delura Young.
Several people have come and
pone this second semester. Billy
From The Murray High Tiger Fates, Junior; Sam Itates, sophomore; and Tommy Bates, seventh
This is an article about what grade;
have moved to Florida.
happens behind the scenes of Carol Kelley
is •igick in Murray
Murray High School.
High. having come from ArOur coach, Mr. Ty Holland, has kansas.
been named an award member of
The home economics bulletin
Bike Web Century Club for his board and exhibit
booth have
record of 138 victories in football shown originality
and are very
and 100 in basketball. This hon- attractive The
home economics
orary organization is open to any department has done
a swell job.
college or high school coach
Have you seen the picture of
whose athletic ,teams have won Holmes Ellis, a 1954
graduate of
100 or more contesLs in any Murray High, in the
trophy case?
:port. Congratulations to you, He is in his
track uniform, havMr. Holland.
ing won many honors for MurMiss Betsy illowton. a sopho- ray High last year.
more, has won the local soil conSpeaking of alumni, have you
servation essay contest. Her essay
will be entered in the county watched the R.O.T.C. color guard
contest and if chosen first or at the college before every college
Lecond place, it will he entered: game? Did.yyou know they are
Firrche.s.s. Bill Cornett,
in the state contest. Congratula- Harry
Teddy
Vauizrin,
and
il
tions and good luck, Betsy!
Another winner,' Miss Clarice Ellis—all 1554 graduates of MurRuhwedder, has won the cancer ray High School?
Have you seen the new grade
essay contest and she will read
it in the state contest. The name =chool building on Thirteenth
of her easay is "The Careless Street? It is really a beauty and
Burglar". Congratulations to yon. the students of Murray High:
should be proud of such a needed
Clarice.
Miss Shirley Joyce Ch,iles, a addition to the educational facilisenior, recently, won the D.A.R. ties of Murray.
essay contest on "What Is a' We were
sorry to see Mrs.
Good Citizzen?". Congratulations Littleton leave
but welcome Mr.
to you, too. Shirley.
Spann and
aivles
We hear that Dick Hutson,' Murray
High students shotild .
i-on of Dr. and Mrs. Woodfin he proud
of our library. It is,
Hutson, who is formerly of Mur- modern
library with plenty of
ray and is now residing in Louis- good
lighting and plenty of seats
ville, is assistant editor of the, for everyon
e. Not all schools have
,,untor high paper, the Cynosure.1 as good
a library as we do, so
He attends Barret Junior High Lake care of
it. Respect the books
School.
you read,
•
The four Wits who have been
These aie
. a few of the things'
yelling for the varsity cheerlead- of interest
behind the scenes ofi
ers who have been sick have Murray
Nigh School.
.
been doing a good Job. They are
IMT1
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1
t)Z
S

CAN
11-0Z.
CAN
23-02
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39IONA' SLICEDP:n23Ozk Salmon

e
.... I,C,
a %.1 .1.

16 OZ
CAN

Tuna Fish EATWEL
GRATEDL 2 • 39r1 *IL.
,
& P Golden Cr•assi
Corn AStyle
or Whole K•rne' 4CANS
IS-OS 45'
ARGOUEG
Lima Beans GREENpv ".23 Ic̀,,
CANS
": 7
25;
•
Dexo
Short
ening
13-0Z
CAN
NN GE
Preserves STRAW
BERRY2 ,t 59'. .
Hy-Power Tamales_ .0.
CAN 29'
Saran
CELLOP
Wrap
HANE iRSOFT
LL 33C
JANE PARKER
ANN
PAGE
OT
Vinegar CIDER
BOTTLE 23'
.V,A0
IE
Pz
Whitehouse Milk
6 69' ay.
REGULARLY 49c
Tomato Soup PAWCANS”E
A 2 ilrg 274
1-INCH PIE
GOLDEN
OZ
JANE PARKER
JANE PARKER PIE
Niblets Corn WHOLE GRAIN 11CAN
I
Pineapple, Cherry'
Stokelys
;25'
7.17 2 ,CPAN
Biueherry . • REG
Or Apple Pie
as 49c 43c
S9c 4ch
Caramel Pecan 7= (`_?) 394
SUGARED
Spanish Bar Cake NiEicc- NOW 29' Donuts PLAIN
OR CINNAM
ON DOS 19'
Thin Mints CHWOCA ACV:1;ER E13'12130OXL 29c
Cinnamon Break. Rolls 25c Layer Cake CtiDOECL01TITA TE 8-124.
•
SIZE 65'
lANE
StufieJ Olives SULTANA 2 17 Z7IS 29'
Het Cross Buns _R PEG 29' White Bread '21":.Pail".7 STILL
ONLY 17' i
Peaches OR -HALVES- CAN Lj •
POPULAR BOX 89C
Candy Bars VARIETI
ES OF 24
ALL
59C
Chewing Gum VARIETIES
PI
NNANT
Syrup MAPLE BLEND 2 LI. SOT 25C
Fig Bars SILVER
TOWN 1 /
1 2 P•
LSG 35c
IONS.
13-01
Green Beans CUT
CAN 10c

I I

SOX
OF 20
PllOS

Bla
._eckberry
I

is

21N Console TV

As always . . thanks to many AAP(,--,nomtes
AaiP premium-quality Coffces cost you tar less than
others of comparable quality, Rernetbber you buy
your choice "fresh -in -the-bean". then it's Custom Ground for your coffeemakcr. Naturally it
tastcs (miler ... better!

SAVE!
YOU CAN'T GET
FINER COFFEE EIGHT
O'CLOCK
AT ANY PRICE!
RED CIRCLE
'al: 83c 3-$t2b.:?
Mild & Melo.

GIANT
PKG. 72'

Blue (hoer pin 30'

•

MED. ?HARP CHEDAR

Cliecc3

lb

59'

Swiss Cheese DOMESTIC LB 59.
Mila Chear Cheese LB 45'
Sweet Milk GPADE
A
1 GAL 41-c
BOK An
I.LB
ROLI
85c 3S-"2-4"9. Butter SILVERBROOK
Oh
Chceze Whiz KRAFTS IJAR
MARCH ISSUE NOW ON SALE

794 3:i;

THE
woman's dasy MAGAZ
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AE.1)

IG-OZ
lox

Crackers STRIETMAN
234
67' Zesta
Hi Ho Crackers SUNSHINE
BOX 35c
10-02
yang.
/ BARS 26' Burrys Cookies ASSODIRCTKMENT
160z
Spit 8, Span
BOX S.q.50
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Green Giant Peas
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KleenexEANSING
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30'GPI/CT 72'
19'
, CHOPPED
STRAIN
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.3.JARSoz.
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2
f,
29'
5
Siveethcart Soap 3:M 26' 2
25'

Duz Soap Powder _
F.
Palmolive alap
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PEG,

AT

CLEANER

Groin•dVictor
Antsh•c,21-Inch
mohogonNIghy; land•r.
lorned oak,

OF 300

*m.o. Madot 215516.

IR1

Other RCA
Victor Television
Receivers From

$15995
to

$895"

(1.101POVHE

95

Tu.*. option/21,ot ••tra cost)

BEARS

Now—at the lowest price in RCA Victor
history —you
can enjoy big-screen television with
high-speed UHF
tuning! Actually eight times faster than
previous continuous tuners!
You'll enjoy today's biggest, finest picture
in 21-inch
TV—the new RCA Victor Oversize! It's
TV's clearest picture,too-thanks to RCA Victor's alumini
zed' All-Clear"
picture tube that gives you 212f,
,
- greater contrast!
Come in today —see the RCA Victor
Highlander. It's big-screen TV at its best!

Ail °bear IN,

RCA

Valor

LG.
PVC

CLEANSING

RCA

factory

BRING YOUR MAILED COUPONS TO A & P

cystone Mulhrooms
Wrisley Soap

BUTTON 4c2T4

8 ASSORTED
KARS

IN PI.tOr

BAG

'Try Shortening UT:i 34'.___
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gorthern Tissue

Ward 8Elkins
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3
,
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lassommulomoscommtmsonswAIIIISOIalei.
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CA14
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bars 23c A. BARS ././

41' Rinso ne
53' Lux

89' Lux Flakes
25' Lifehm Sour

GIANT
PKG.

72'

Ftrc

26'

•• BARS

LIQUID
DETERGENT

2 Lg
Ph7.
60c .OUPON

Mem
Pkg
WITH
60c .OUPON

50'
LO.
WITH 27C Glint
Car C.01.orOte
WITH r
COUPON
WITH

ICOf

37c

6k

2-LO.
PKGS.

500

wr-r•
CO'
couvon

•

3-REG
S-Le
c.x.• With 9(W
Cab..
ith /115
28c L.uupon •41c Coup.. NO
. All Prices tzt Phis An ElI,,W' In, ,gr I enruarr 14r1,
APASEICA'S P0111/4017 FOOD RETAILER
SING 11155

Y.
••••

•

4b

-Co PY Fti PFD —C41
)
( F4DED
'
4

Jot

•

•
•
••••--

\041461414MaawSilftellnialialkikeempiiiiiissi
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SHOP & SAVE STORE'S

OLD FASHION PRICES ON
BRAND NEW MERCHANDISE

0LprAgnioNDAYSALE
A

e:e
20
Spectacular Values — Unbelievable Purchases in New York Market — Savings in Every
Department
The Colossus Of All Sales —Old Fashion Prices — Your Dollar Worth $2
and More
Sacrifices You Can't Afford To Miss — Compare Anywhere.

!SALE SICARTS
•c,

I. Sensational Purchase!

a

SAVE —
AM.*
Nvbn
49c pr.

Reg. $5.98 and $6.98

GIRLS DRESSES
$198. $298 & $398

Values to $49.95

SAVE —

_ ••

Ladies'

Wig°

pow. p... q,

51 Gauge,
15 !limier
Full Fashioned

Mena' Shorts
ltoier Gripper
Sanforized
Strong Consen

Of.n

Buy For Easter!

Whiter

Coats

F A C1-PrIN

PRICES

$1O"-15"- 22"

Finest Made, Fullest Skirts, Lush Fabrics
'• Prints, Firm Cottons, Flocked Nylon
• Sizes: 3 to 14; Pre-Teen 8 to 14
Value to $4.98

SEE AND COMPARE
OUR OLD FASHION PRICE

•••

• Reduced Far Below Original Cost

Men'atport
SHIRTS

• Fleece, Tweed, Poodle Coats
• Full and Shorties
It- I,

2 1.1r $3

S9c VALUE — Cotton with Nylon Neck, Short Sleeves

s Fano POLO SHIRTS 2for $1

Ladies
House Slippers

$1•29 VALUE — Blue Denim, Sturdy Construction

UNBELIEVABLE
PRICES

Children's Lined Boxer JEANS 98e
FULL SIZE — 81:99 Reg. $3.00 Value -

COLORED SHEETS

2 for 5350

REG, PRICE 39c —.Briefs, Well Cut, White and Pink

LADIES' PANTIES

• Leather
• Brocades
• Felts

$1.79 Each Or

4 for $1.00

16.98 VALUE — 25 Per Cent WuoL Satin Bound

REG. PRICE 79c — Elastic, Triple F oil Top, Fine Cotton Yarn, White

GIRLS' WHITE ANKLETS

All New Styles and Colors

2 pr.$1"

your choice $149 pr.

39c VALUE — Double Crouch, Heavy Cotton

Children's Cotton Training Panties5pr.$1

WOOL BLANKETS
98c VALUE — 5Ox.50

Girls

Cotton Dresses

REG. 49c —White, Extra Smooth, Long Wearing

TABLE CLOTHS,

50e PILLOW CASES (Pillows $1.00) 3for sit*

•

Entire Stock Of $1.69

Regularltrice $2.98

LADIES' BLOUSES

Men's Gray Sweat Shirts

2 for $298

$1.00

2for $300
Sizes 2 to 12

• NYLONS, COTTONS

Values to $6.98

• First Quality

• COTTONS, PRINTS, SHEERS

• Heavy Cotton
• Sizes 32 to 44

se,

Ladies'

Colored

SHEETS
. 5198

Sb 5
2for $3.7
• White
• 81":99" Full Bed Size
• Long Wearing
Balanced Weave

$2.98
$l5
Values
w to

Values to $5.98

SHOP & SAVE STORES, Inc.

LADIES'
SKIRTS

the fastest growing chain in this

5198 & $298

area, l-?as used its tremendous purchasing power to bring you these
unheard of bargains in quality

• Styled By Fashion Experts

Dresses

$3.98

merchandise and many more not

• Solids, Plaids
or,

We've Returned
To
Old Fashion Prices

• Flared and Tailored

advertised, in

appreciation

of

• LATEST FASHIONS
• Not All Sizes

Models

your past business.

•
air

e.

_

I•ovraA,Ir •

+Ss
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or'hty 'ate Drops Pot Wage Earners
ENV YORK, N. Y. -- Mortality
ong American wage-earners
and
r families established a new
record in 1954, according to
experience among the Metropan Life Insurance Company's

millions of industrial policyholders. 1953. Among the causes
of death
In the insured group each of the establishing • new lows
last year
major causes of death except canI were tuberculosis, pneumonia incer. and virtually all t,
•..,...rauses of fluenza, appendicitis, the complesser importance, restSliereu a low- lications of pregnancy. and
childer mortality rate in 1054 than lo bearing, suicide, and homicide.

United Chnich Wohien
of Mineray
COLLEGE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Friday, February 25, 1955
Theme: Abide In Me — John 1 5:4
PROGRAM

It

Itymn
Prayer
When Children
'
Pray
Girl Scouts Are Taught To Pray
Prayer and The Student
Prayer
A Mother "Standin' in the Need o'
Prayer"
Sweet Hour of Prayer

No. 227
Rev. Orval H. Austin
Community Children
Girl Scout Troop No. 15
Miss Rita McGrew
Mrs. 0. .0 Wells

Mrs. Jack Frost
Trio: Mrs. Bobby Grogan,
Mrs. John E. Scott, Mrs.
Glen Doran
The Business Women and Prayer
Mrs.
Hart
Our Leaders Need To Pray
Mrs. E. C. Parker •
Offering
For the Benefit of:
Migrants, American Indians,
Christian Literature, and
Christian Colleges
Prayer
Rev. Paul T. Lyles
Solo: The Lord's Prayer
Mrs. Howard Olita
Benediction
Rev.,J. Howard Nichols
Program Chairman
Mrs. F. E. Crawford
Organist
Mrs. Herbert Halpert
Mrs, R. W. Farrell
The World Council of Churches now embraces eighty six Church
Bodies in twenty eight different countries.
The United Chtirch Women of Murray became a member
of this
organization in 1945.

deorge

98

Their Governing Board for 1966 are:
EXECUTIVE
at

Mrs. N. P. Hutson
Mrs. Raphael Jones
Mrs. Rupert Parks
Mrs. Ralph H. Woeds
Mrs. W. D. Aesehbacher
Mrs:V. E. Windsor
Mrs. Walter F. Baker
Mrs. A. F. Doran
Mn. W. G. Gibson
Mrs. Charlie Crawford
Mrs. Ed Duiguid

BOARD

President
Vice President
Secretary Treasurer
Mrs. F. E. Crawford
Mrs. B. F. Scharffius
Mrs. R. H. Robbins
Mrs. E. A.
Mrs. Paul T. ;Arles
Mrs. J. Iloward Nichols
Mrs. Orval II. Austin
Mrs. William McKinney

Tucker

Mrs: P. E. Crawford
Mrs. Ben Scherffius
Mrs. R. H. Robbins

Hospitality —
Mrs. A. F. Doran
'Ars. Rex Hawkins
Mrs. G. B. Scott
Mrs. A. H. Kopperud
Publicity —
Mrs. W. J. Gibson
Mrs. Autry Farmer
Mrs. Albert Tracy

•

In contrast.. cancer, ,iall forms)
recorded a iiight increase in death
rate trim 128:7 per .109400 in 1953
to 1217 in 1954. Malignancies of
the digertivp. system and of the
respiratory system each showed a
riet in „mortality of slightly more
than 4 percent.
These other aspects of the year's
record . were reported:
Tubereulnaia mortality_ 'fell ,to-ile
unprecedented low. of 8.9 per'100,
00q from the previous minimum of
10.4 set the year .before. The death
rate from this disease has Volved
0101
quarters in he past dadv•
•
The pneumonia death raze decreased from 151 per 100,000 in
1953 to 12.9 in 1954. and influenza
from 2.7 to 1.0 For both diseaam
combined the reduction in mortality was more than, one fifth.
Acute poliomyelitis recorded •
delqk Talc of 7
.Per 1.00.000 policy.
holders in 1954, which compared
with 1.0 in the preceding year and
with 1,5 in 1982.
Both.suicide end homicide dropped to all-ttme lew levels in 1954.
the rates being 5.5 and 23 per
100,000. respectively.

COMMtTTEES
Program —
February 25, World Day of III-slyer
May 8, Fellowship Day
Nov. 11; World Community Day

,
I The death rate in 1954 among
the Insured was p.z _jet 1,000. This
cornpares ,with p rate of ,0.5 per
Loots in Asss, and resents a ,17*.
duction ,of nearly One filth sliNe
1940, and of one half stone 191,1.
When, allowlinee Is imade for the
increased proportion of policyhold
,
era. at ,the older ages, where the
death rates ar9 highest, the •decrease in mortality between ,1911
and 1954 among the policyholders comes to awly two thirds.
There were 113.000 .deaths ha, the
insured group during the year. It
is reported but if the death rates
by ages had been. the same as
those prevailing in ; 1911, there
would ,have been 304.000 death*.
Nearly three fourths of all the
deaths among the Industrial
policy..
holders last year were :Jura:wise
to the cardiovascular-renal diseastri
or to cancer, with the cardiovasSular-renal ,disorders accounting
for more than one half the total
morality. and the malignancies
ranking second with an additional
one fifth of the deeths.
The death rate from the gar*
lov*acqlar-seval diseases droppid
5 percent between ,i053 and 19144
-- from. 541,6 So 324.8 per 100,000
policyholders. *.Each ,o1 the major
disease . in this group showed a
decrease in: Morteltty; Aven
death rite 'from coronary artery
disease fell from 108.7 to 104.8 per
100,000_.

Nominating —
Mrs. Ed Diuguid
Mrs. R. H. Hood
Mrs. Zeffie Wood
Teen Town —

-

JGROOCEl
H\lYS1,7tLOrePctNri.t5'1 S
'

All You Have To Do Is Register
WILL BE GIVEN
AWAY SOON

DON't FORGETFREE PONY
1
1;
1 498r Star

GOVERNMENT GRADED

MORRELL

PICNIC

Round Steak 59c

tACON

LB 29c
FREE

LB.

YOUR MOW IACI
If yes was *01
salssims wtw H.

MORRELL

Raves or MORAN
PRIDE ILACON,

Cap

bog Food
With Each Box

a

--••••

Sausage lb 29c

19e

`
am--

Sa•••-•1.0

itik
PAAeal

iktokb9c

VPSSON OIL

PARkAY

quart 59e

11111122.22/171422

Margarine
. lbc

Saturday Only!
SPECIAL

VELVEETA

CHEESE
2ilk vie

0..`

MIDWEST GOLDEN ROYAL

:OlOEN ROYAL

ICE CREAM

gal 490

HEINZ TOMATO

CATSUP
270

41

-

ALL DAY — FREE PKG. ICE CREAM CONES
With Each /
1 2 Gallon Ice Cream
FREE Ice Cream Saturday
Free Balloons for the Kids

0

HIENZ
SI

C a- a- is 2 SI-0043043
0
- -43CtlaSatt-CI-CA-

0-13.43.11 IP

haby Food
Peanut Butter 37e I SUGAR
3 for
12-0z.

Jar plue Plate

P

a

is. I

10 Lbs. Godchaux

97e

Krs.
Mrs.
.
•

Walter Baker
Rupert Parks
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield Jr.
Mrs. A. H. Kopperud

You've seen It In Living for Young jionienia!
el'S

Al .11-All•SL311.

Bilbre y's or
ets

Now i 's Here!

Al

.10
1'
....
--Minaa••••••••••—

•

01*

Best
TV yReceptioit and Price!
ra"—INm.e Ver

tiod

1.011........11••••••a• •••
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The sp end d health record ter
IVA, according to the company's
statisticians, was. due in part to the
freedom -from major outbreaks of
respiratory disease. p larger part,
it reflected the remankaille ..wityances made in the medical sciences
and public health administration as
well ag 9te high standard of living
eygding among the American
people.

n

L.

ISLAND
,
ea.

•

A

MA

•am..

TRADE IN YOUR OLD SMALL.
SCREEN TV FOR THIS NEW
21-INCH G-E CONSOLE!

e With 21-inch aluminized
tube
—pioneered by General Electric.
Gives up to 100'-i, more contrast
—TV's sharpest picture! And
G-E 21-inch TV gives you a full
252 inch picture—not Just 220.
G-E TV gives you quality features at prices that compare with
"stripped sets"... Super Cascode
tuner for fine fringe area reception—two-way interference
shielding—full power transformer for 507o longer tube life

VtA

BOOKCASE BED, CHEST,
TRIPLE DRESSER
(o Walsers!)

Laa•

JL IQ)
• _

"•••••..
a• •

.
4)

price — Mainline's SHANDALAI Group

I

,•

-

269"

Please visit our store while we can
offer you — at this astoundingly low

...

Soo 'on '31111-11-Sidol
•

hotels!
lAabotsol
tovine
tAshgatri
toYi

exactly as adsertiscti in LIVING For Young
Homemakers. Its Island Tan finish has been delicately
hand-glazed to bring up
and keep up — the rich
mahogany igrain. It resists water, tosmencs and
most
household attics. The idtsle dresser has nine big,
roomy drawers — made of dependable oak
and

'' ;a:edits-0

scientifically treated to glide free and easy. And —
chest
like
it's dustproof throughout. fiery is
famous quality furniture — going :Iran unheard
of
price. Come in today and see SIIANDALAI for yourself.

tet

ar

it2
4W
Best

Terms

In

'town
Nodal 11C102. 21.incl, console. GE Akneinired
Tube Greying' mahogany wrsfors.

THURMAN

Furniture

14,
AVAILABLE IN A
VARIETY Of PIECES

Pow
-

•I

.0!
at.

_
.
1.0114MISONIMPIMMIA.....1.11111.411116•10easAINIP

-400.
1 1•1141,

PIMP T mastitis •site. 4••••••••....
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Cheek Your
. Other
Sewing Needs
McCalls
Simplicity
PATTERNS
Talon
ZIPPERS
Belt Kits
Belting
t•

EXCITING
CONTESTS I ,

FREE

GIVIAWAYSI

'HOW TO'
DEMONSTRATIONS!

ARRAY OF

Chic and
Lansing BUTTONS

Home of Better Values

Dacron and Nylon

BELK SETTLE
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

LINENS

HIGHLAND PARK
36" wide
Dots Stripes
Fancys

GINGHAMS AND CHAMBRAYS
Exciting lewd l sflades! Dercate
pastels! For blouses, skirts—quickdrying, no ironing! 45".

Grease Resistant - Sanforized
Solids With Matching Stripes
Several Colors To Choose Fro—i
Light and Dark Plaids

guaranteed washable! shrink-resistant!
acetate-and-cotton pongee prints
Delco* pebbly texture Sewed up
with dainty floral prints. Wonder.
ful for blouses, summer dresses.

So lustrous, with the some natural "soft-draping" quality you've always loved in
old-time pure silk pongee! Tiny patterns, big splashy prints—take your pick! Wonderful for suit blouses, warm-weather dresses. Easy to was—dries quickly. 39" wide.

exciting colors!
imported irish linen

Gay prints thot stoy new foo/r1ng
walking after walling I Crease re- .
sistantl So sensibly P'ticedl 45".,

or collars and cuffs, blouses,'
casual dressesl Guaranteed color.
fostl Crease-resistant! 36" wide.

wrinkles

just hang

outi

broadcloth prints

Crease-resistant "Dignity" combed
cottons need no starch! Completely
washable; vat-dyed colors. 36".

lightweight denims
to mix ...or match

from famous Avondale mills, Sari.
forized• I Bright colorful stripes;
coordinating solid colors 36" wide.
•won't shrink more than 1%.

Star Threads

T1ve sante fabric used .in better
ready-modes! Pastels, dark tones.
Washing-mochine washable! 45".

1 29
Yd

BIG SAVINGS
ON SEWING
NOTIONS!
Check this listl Now's the time
to fill in your sewing cabinet
with zippers, thread, binding
. . . all the notions you'll
need for a thrifty sewing
spree at worthwhile
savings,

treated to resist creases, shrink.
age! Big choice of colors, flecked
with white %remit accents. 45".

SHOP BEM'S for better seloctI•os, better keys! BUY BELK'S for certified bettor 'sloes,
omenewouromerporrow

Wright's
TAPES and
BINDING
HEM TAPES
and FACING
White Rose
Dotted Swiss
WOVEN .
DOTS
in brown.red,
white, pink
navy, light
blue-. •

98e
White Rose
ORGANDY
Permanent
Finish
PastelsAnd
Darks

79e

.
— •
,7
felaretellatfleffteralleffeetelteireo0

'7'

411,

-
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IrPoow

WANT

STRANGE

WEAPONS

61/WAG° fba -Joseph Osthransky did not figme on the strange
weapons three cab d:ivers would
use when he attemp.ed to rub a
drug store Sundiy.
Ostransky \Vita captured after ne
was Artruck with Feveral sugar
bowls arid a ketchup bottle.

DO
•IMWMIWOW

KESIr.I""'J I"

• ••••

o

•.11.‘ob

•••

as

▪

At.••

FOR SALE
FOUR BED ROOM urse
or electric cook. stove ENVELOPES, ENVEL
OPES ENhome, large basement, 241 acres. SoUtti 16th. Edgar Wilkerson
F2413 velopes, up to 10 X 15. Brown
_
one mile from Murray on Main
i
claap envelopes of any sire. 1.1
Hi-way,
priced ,..to go, must sell
R SALE: 1947 N TON CHEVyou net: I clasp enveicies ;ell
rlet, 1949 Ford tractor & equip- for division. See or call Wilson
at the lo dger and Times offi;:c
James Miller, Lynn Grove. Inauraoce & Reel Estate, 303 M fl
supply dedartment
Periect iou
ITC FOR YOUR WARM AIR FUR- mailing.
F24P St, pr...oie 842 or nite 1355.
nances, any kind of sheet metal
.REGISTERED HAMPOR SALE: FIVE YEAR OLD FOR
work and gutters. Call Hatchers MONUMENTS, SOLID GRANITE,
ehire Hoar's. 175 to 200 lbs. Call
jersey cow. Freshen middle
Large
se'.
>clime
04
Tin Stit;p. Phone 1756.
styles, saes. Call
E26P
itirch. See
1.-25P
Clyde Phelps, Mur- 4I0J
15 See at Calloway Monument
ray Rt. six, near Faxon.
NOTICE
1TP Fiji SALE: 5 ROOM
TEXACO SERVICE works,, Vaster Orr. Ots rh:t . West
OIL HEATStation under new management. Main St. Near Cidlege.
MEOC
!FOR' SALE BEAN HAY, SEE er used 3 months, ts pri.e See at
Watson and Wilkerson owners.
204
S
f4
3tri
St.
Call
E
709.
rzsc
Neale, Route 5. Murray, Ph.
Your ,business apprmated, , 4th &
690W1
STRANGER
F28P
Chestnut.
M19P
- PHILADELPHIA
NOTICE: FRESH . COUNTRY
Vs
FOR SALE: NICE BUILDING
James
pork, tomatoes 20 cents a lb.. all Jackson, 63 figures it doesn't pay
lots on South 13th. Street. New
addition Priced right See or c-all BLACK MALE HALF COCKER kinds of frozen foods and fresh to call out cheerful greetings to
Wilsun Insurance & Real Estate, disappeared last Saturday. Answers vegetables. Jones Food Market, strangers.
Jackson told police Sunday .he
St., ph. 842 or lute 1356. to Fcxmyo. Cell me if you know (formerly Robert's Grocery) 9th
wished a passer-by 'good mornabout small dog dead or alive. Had and Sycamore.
F26C ing'
and was promptly answered
culler was veccutalid. 109 N. 17th.
-EIS:t.ISOW
slo,wn with frviee Perlin titter 'le
NOTICE:: DeKALB CHIX WILL with a 'good morning, nothing.'
1
SALE: BY OWNER. sqcx Street Ph. 1899-R.
had
1TP
gr...n lair, a gold mc ;a! in recs
t.,.r,
Louseb ranch type. 3 bedrooms,
help you make more money from The stranger held him up and got
com•
p,sii.g "God Bless Orner.ea" a: ! try"tity
otil
•
away
with a dully.
r.-3.
garage and breezeway. Call ;
those prechcted higher egg prices
11:.'1.
1 ri h stioWtt .1). thi‘rii
a
l
o.c me
Systematic saving through re- next fat]. You
as 4 V. 1.,,e
between 10.00 and 1:00.
tioi,w cc/condi),
will like the high
-•:. I auriiorizect t.'y
t.
gular purchase ,:f UNITED STAT- producti
Ft
i...3
Reriit. 3 profile on iitte sUle On the.
on, high livability, excel, other side is an inscrioLon.
DIVORCE GRANTED
ES SAVINGS BONDS is the surest lent
egg quality.liturray.
ECiEt 'SAIL 76 ACRES. ONE MILE way
Hatchery,
to guarantee your future se- Murray.
Kentucky.os
..11•211•1101=00/0. 0.••••
F36C
Mk4ay, ideal ((Jr cattle and curity.
LOS ANGELES IP -Sister Carral laliging Priced to go at
FOR THE
BEST
FRESH
letti, 59, sued his wife. Maria. 67,
)0 See or call Wilson Insurfruits,
vegetables, andigroduce, for a divorce
after she gave him
& Reel Estate,.303 Main St.,
PERHAPS you thought
visit Garrison's nun Marke half
there was a catch.
a lock of her hair
,ne 642 or note 1355.
ITC
rude North Alma Heights. Padu h
The trouble was. Cerletti said,
k'OR RENT: DOWN STAIRS 4 Road.
PER
HAP
S you didn'
shey'etiopped' it up and put it in
SALE: 1949 "B". ALLtS
t think we meant
rOom apt. Heat light arid water
hardbers tractor. dirk, plow. CulDON'T FORGET. GAS, OIL AC- MS pipe tobacco.
what we said.
furnishe
d
160,00. Call 842. F24C
tivator. tweed en t c.on.d it Ion. priced
" Was on the verge of corncessories. Mecheoie on duty.- Ashpl.ñnuitg to My tobacco dealer that
to sell. Lairpkins Motor Sales, 3rd. FOR RENT::
PERHAPS you didn
GARAGE APT.-4 land Service Station Easel, Ky.
'
t have time to
and bisiptc, Phone 519. • ' F25C eit01113.
hos prodtast was making me ill,
gas furnace, hot water, can John Ccimpton.
M19P
CHAMPI
runner
ON
Mai
VVhithel
gets
d
a
ioss
- when
fritim
my Wt..;,c confessed." Carletti
iii
---------------- - elder Mrs Etclty Clark of Los Ans.:1cm or re-eitin
g the James
NOTICE:. BLUE
who granted him
BiltD
CAFE told the judg
F Sullivan trophy in New Yolt The tocony goas to i competi
Anower Se Voeteelfer's Puzzle
tor
open
'
i :4,
under new
- HAPS you think it' will
noie: ger.ent. a decree on gro ds of cruelty.
selected as :eliding RUT &tem ethle e of year.
take too much__
friteregtsosialJ
Sandwiches, short ordm-s. coffee
ACA011.
34--aus ran t e•
time.
cents Maxwell House Fred Wilkeragainst
1-Location
35-PertaleIng to
son Jr
It-Paddle
M19C
IS. poles
11-losrge vat
25 -Bushy oump
1S-arablen
37-8a-hurt
FREE PONY-FREE PONY FREE
eeeport
chnittd•
11 -616sts6 •ider
pony.
35-Colorless
That's
light
Johnson's
14-Towarn tn•
41-golf mound
Grocery ts rouge ID „ajtve a Urea
abettiered aide
44-Comparative
111-g
nia
suer!'
pony td 'someone. Register free
I 6-Pat Lain ng to
11S-:-/1uuri
Mon of Motors
each day with no onligation
4S-intruder
13-pre nam•
61-Irieh
in toda) and register for
est
Parliament
21- str••• signal
S.FREE PONY
S3-I'. paint
22-5elenee of
63-Cotwuental
Ideas
MX.'
25-eipt•Inter
64- Preposition
:7- wet agent
00.W It
foi-Usate rniighly
:6- Weird
•
' SPECIAL-PERMANENT- WA V E.i!
65-Condur5e5
32-13•Itee
1-Traits... I na
Imitable
17-Actual Wont
S-?aeree remise
Realistic. $12.50 - now $10.00:
5- .12mm
7I uellstic: $10.00 - now 850; Re.
4-17
t
1
Whoa
5 •'
3 a
a
II-1.usro. ate
'c $8:50 - now $6 50; Realistic:
,
Itt50 - now $500
T-Prapais tun •
,t,
5
JEAN S
11 --Thick. hia•41
tUTY SHOP 103 No 5th Ph
aubatalt. •K.
I/
se
There is
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CHAPTER TWENTY-NINE
and terror had driven hie small this to Nienaber, the
little man's
OTHERS seemed te be of the store it English compietely from
face lit up as with a hundred cansame opinion SS Murphy-that the his mind, and he could
only sit dles, and the stooped - shoulders
nearing would .be interesting Next wide-eyed, white faced, uneompr
e- straightened.
morning, the police courtroom was nendtng The judge talked slowly
Fred elaborated upon his statepar Set
-and ever more loedly ment, his own back straight, and
Erect nao been called out at Ore
Presently, Fred got to his feet. his head up People began to smile,
s. m.. and it was • little alter nine "Please, your honor?"
and then to look a.sharned. Almost
when be flurried into the court•
-Tea. Dr. Beier?" The judge at once, wrathful glance* were bec•som. He tookea about, assured
ing cast at poor Ed Byrd. Mirandy
looked exhausted.
inaselt that Katie •no Ludmilla
began to smile and whisper to the
"Nienaber is frightened, and he
ere not there and nodded with
people about her. The judge told
has
very
little
F.21211sh
to start her to be still-and
satisfaction as he toot the chair
several laughed
pointed out to turn The rest of the w.t.h. If you would allow me to aloud.
eerie
interpre
as
ter
.
?"
crowd didn t (natter - Mirandy,
Fred suggested that the judge
Murphy Hudson threw his long put riA„questions to Nienabe
Sturpny nist Katie and his mother
r. "1
aould
mart by each snarge made hands out in • gesture ot complete think this whole thing can OP
or suggested against Fred. He was surrender. Seems it, tattle crinkles straightened out post quickly that
webbed out trona N reds eyes.
glad they were not presenL
way-of course you re going to
"I am sure Phenabez understood have to trust my honesty in
Pour little Nienaber sat, whiteinternothing ot the charge, your honor, preting the answers, sir."
recce. beside Eri Byrd.
Perhaps I should begin by trans"We
trust
do
you,
doctor,"
said
Things got under way. Ed Byrd lating it
to him."
the judge soberly. Murphy snook
put on Gig glasses and made a
"Do you speak German well Ills black neaa horn side to
waft
Teecti ooverine the charge against enough to do
that, Dr. Beier rt
No one woulu believe nun It is
Dr. Beier
Then ne took oft nis
"1 speak Germarl Like a native," ever tried to tell about Una-thi
s
glasses and read the charge, which said Fred dryly.
farce. It was one: He Lando see
repetited the subject of his speech.
"All right, then Proceed."
that, it no one else CattL He began
The audience whispered and
The judge, the audience, Ustcned to cast about tor phrasing which
gasped, and peered over shoulders. to the throe of gutturals which is.ould adequat
ely present this Situto look at the doctor who was so poured Dorn ft red's lipts. They saw ation to more sophisticated
tmagifamiliar to all ot them A lawyer Nietiaber s start ot surprise, they nations. "There
was Fled, accused
stood beside nim.
heard his twinned, "Nst, is eta!' of kidnaping-it can nieen
a death
Richard Nienaber, seated In the and then saw the look of actual penaity., you know
-and the judge
tirst rove of chaos, valiantly en- indigna,ion which he cast at
the starts out by declaring ma comreavored to linen Ills eyes lit up Judge.
plete confidence in. the defendant!"
at
reds name, his whole person
tired touched the nlan
knee lie broke oft his meditations to
hrank into his clothing
,when his "Na, ma . . ." he said softly. "In consider a flurry malt the door. Tne
onn was snot
this country," he went on, in Ger- judge looked inquiringly at
the ofFred matched the little man, man, "a man is pernutted to prove ficer there.
,
sloping tor • chance to encourage WS innocence Or, rather, his guilt
This man hurried forward, the
turn aith ms own cairn glance But, has to be proven."
judge beckoned to Fred, and averyof edlirse. he rsalleid that the poor
The judge leaned forward. "What one strained hie ears. At
the MIMS
tehow was under-vending nothing did you say to him, doe ?hyle, Murphy stood up and pushed
ese roe that once again he was In
Fred translated, word for ‘cord past the other spectators
to Fred's
the dried grasp of authority.
The judge nodded, and looked side. "Oh. aturph!" said
Fred,
When Byrd finally ended and sterhly out across the courtroom gratetul
iy. "Something nes come
offerecl to call nis witnesses, the "Let all the good Americansomere up at Kyle
a. They've scot tor me
jacage took over
Suppose we get take note of that! Er-Dr. Beier?" to conic at once "
ittlakly to the root of this, Mr.
"Yes, sir?"
-and you want me to answer
Beal We've some busy people here.
"flow does it happen you speak that call.
be sow to "
phi. will Richard Nienaber take German so well?"
"Yes. I'll get this thing cleared
the Witness chair 7"
Quickly Fred repeated the ques• up and come as
quickly as I can.
Vilth the help of prodding and lion to Nienaber, quickly la anHere, take my keys. I'll have some
gelittiteS. Nienaber managed to do swered the judge. "I am
a refugee one rseive me over when I'm tree.'
thtele Hut by then his excitement also your hrineoe Al, hi, mod
(To
Cnettn,eed
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